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Introduction 

Over the past several months the Ridgegate HOA board’s focus has been to evaluate every aspect of our 
operating expenses to reduce our breakeven point. Suffice it to say, we looked high and low with the 
result that we are able to project a 2022 operating budgeted expenditure level well below what we 
spent in 2019, 2020 and 2021 despite the inflationary pressures and the ageing of Ridgegate property. 
Thus, if we continue our 2022 Reserve Fund contribution at the same level as in the past two years there 
will be no increase in dues. Rather a $2 reduction per month. Regrettably, we cannot continue 
contributions to the Reserve Fund at the current level based on the findings of our Reserve Study analyst 
who recommends more than doubling of our contribution to reserves.  
 
 Reserve Fund Analysis, Shortfall and Options 
Over the past few years the Reserve Study analyst did not visit but rather was handed a 
mechanical extrapolation of outdated estimates and used this data to extrapolate estimates for the 
Reserve Fund balance each year. However, the 2021 Reserve Study was done after an onsite visit for an 
inventory of our assets and their actual physical condition. This physical inspection uncovered many 
areas of concern and in need of repair. Looking ahead, we have three choices to fully fund the Reserve 
Fund, a) a special assessment to fill the Reserve Fund, b) increase dues to start setting aside sufficient 
funds to pay for a fully funded Reserve over the next ten years, and c) consider restructuring 
opportunities to mitigate assessment increases.  
  
Choice A - involves a special assessment of $4,675 and a $29 per month dues increase. We have 
sufficient funds to take care of our immediate needs for cash, consequently, we do not recommend we 
pick this choice. Further, it is only fair that problems accumulated over the past ten years should be 
corrected over the next ten years. 
  
Choice B - suggests a dues increase of $74 per month through which we can pay for the free lunches we 
relished over the years. This alternative will lead us to a fully funded reserve balance at the end of ten 
years. This is the recommendation of Barrera & Co. 
  
Choice C – involves a restructuring by cutting down or eliminating services. Keep in mind a cost savings 
of 15% to 25% is needed. The four big categories in our annual budget are: Utilities, Structure 
Maintenance, Landscaping and Privacy.  If we look for ways to cut back and eliminate in these areas we 
can be fully funded at the end of ten years if coupled with a modest $12- $25 per month dues increase. 
 

Survey Methods and Results 

On Oct 12, 2021, Homeowners (only) were emailed and asked to review the proposed HOA 2022 budget 

and other details regarding the Reserve Fund and then a survey was sent to gather feedback. Up to two 

responses per residence were collected. The survey was closed at midnight Oct 23 and 41 responses were 

collected. All addresses/emails were verified, and one duplicate was identified and deleted: leaving 40 

individual respondents.  

 

Aggregate results for the feedback survey are shared below. The board will take results from this survey 

into account when decisions are being made about funding the Reserve Fund, setting HOA dues and/or 

cutting back services. 
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To provide more insight into the population that was surveyed, basic demographic questions were asked 

of the respondents to include: How old are you? How long have you lived in Ridgegate? and What is your 
address? This demographic data is represented in the graphs above. 12 respondents reported being 
over 65 and 24 were between 36- 65yrs old. No one surveyed was 35 or younger and perhaps this 
younger age range category is not needed considering the cost of homes in Ridgegate. Two respondents 
have lived in Ridgegate for 30 or more years, 12 have lived here 20-29 years, 12 people have lived here 
between 10- 19 years and 14 homeowners have lived in Ridgegate for 9 or less years. 
 
In the next section of the survey respondents were asked to rank order the three choices described in 
the “Reserve Fund Analysis, Shortfall and Options” section of this report:  choice A, B and C. Detailed 
descriptions about each choice were provided and homeowners could rank each option as: first choice, 

second choice, third choice or no way. Respondents could also leave an option blank. Choice A involves 

a onetime assessment of $4675 and a dues increase of $29. Two people or 5.3% selected choice A as 

their first choice and 8 or 21.1% selected it as second choice. 55.3% of the respondents (21 people) were 

strongly against choice A. Choice B involves a dues increase of $74 and 66.7% or 26 respondents voted 

for choice B as their first (17 people) or second (9 people) choice. 25.6% or 10 people said, “No Way to 

choice B.” Choice C involves restructuring or eliminating services. 51% or 19 respondents voted for 

choice C as their first choice and 21.6% or 8 people chose it second making for a total of 73% of the 

respondents ranking choice C first or second. 18.9% or seven people said no way to choice C. The pie 

charts below illustrate these results. 
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With 73% of the respondents preferring the cost cutting options of choice C , a deeper analysis of a 
primary expense, the gate attendants, was conducted. Homeowners were asked how they felt about 
phasing out the gate attendant service. 50% (17 people) of the 34 respondents on this question felt ok 
about a gate attendant phase out, 29.4% (10 people) wanted to learn more and seven people were 
strongly against removing the gate attendants. A total of 27 homeowners were open to the phase out of 
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gate attendant option. This question recorded 34 of 40 possible respondents, perhaps implying that 6 
homeowners might not entertain any reduction in services. A pie chart of Choice C with gate attendant 
phase out is below.  
 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Finally, a number of open ended questions were asked to allow homeowners to share their thoughts 
and ideas on the various topics under discussion. A these responses are shared in the table below. 
 

If you like Choice C....and are hesitant to phase out the gate attendants please share your ideas 
for cost savings of 15%- 25% around the neighborhood. (needs to equal or surmount $133,000 a 
year) 

Not a clue 

Charge people for violations (my neighbors have their trash cans out for a week at a time--I thought we 
ticketed for that?). Set up a speed camera at the pool. You would make $133K in the first week. 

No need for choices A, B or C until we have more comprehensive study with more than 1 analyst looking 
into this. 

Landscaping can be reduced.  

First, the finances should be managed more responsibly. There is a long history of excessive waste by 
the Board and Property Management without accountability. Hold contracted servicers accountable for 
providing not only the contracted service but include a quality requirement in order to receive full 
payment. Eliminate neighborhood 'beauty' projects. Reduce the landscaping expense or change 
landscaping companies since the quality is low for the amount that is expensed. Defer more expensive 
projects unless there is urgency due to consequences of delay. 

I don't have any suggestions but if there are no gate attendants who will open the gates when the gates 
do not work ? what am I supposed to do???  

Let's reduce gate attendance and then assess impact in crime and cost. 

The gate attendants are a big asset to living here and should remain. It is a worthwhile expense. 

has adequate due diligence been done to know we are receiving competitive pricing for landscaping? 
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If you don't like choice A, B or C ... PLEASE share your ideas for funding our reserve account 
and protecting Ridgegate from financial distress. 

I don't see why we put all trust into the "Reserve Study analyst" where is the 2nd opinion/study 

Instead of reserve, having special assessments for specific needs. 

Reduce the reserve amount and increase the reserve amount slowly over several years 

Another option is a $1200 assessment and a $65 per month increase to achieve the same goal in 10 
years. 

 

Please use this space to ask questions or to tell us anything else you want us to know regarding 
the budget, increase of HOA dues, funding the reserve account and so on.  

Can we turn the dog park @ the bottom into a tennis court? That would significantly increase our house 
values.  

No increase in HOA dues until we have a better ideas on where the funds are going. selections for 
contractors need to be more transparent with 3 bids to compare. 

I would like to know more about what each of the expenses on the financial report represent. Can we 
have a meeting specifically to answer questions about the budget items so that we can be more familiar 
with the reasons we pay so much and where did the money go. Dues go up every year, services go 
down, nothing improves and now you are saying there are insufficient reserves and want us to pour more 
money in. During COVID the community services were restricted yet dues were raised. The Board should 
present a financial plan that includes how they will address mismanagement of the funds. I am willing to 
volunteer to assist the Board as needed. I have volunteered in the past, but have not been utilized. 

There has been many challenges in making the gate and the access lever work over the years. The 
concern is how effective will the addition of automation software be without gate attendant? 

I know that prices have gotten higher and water is expensive but I also know that the area around my 
home has had little water and hardly anything is growing between the area of the playground and near 
my home. Nothing is planted there and I was told that it could not be watered. I would hate to think of the 
water being cut back any farther. 
The lights in the bollards and lamp posts are left on much longer than necessary. 

Thank you! ;-) 

Please tell us exactly what the gate attendants are allowed and not allowed to do. What is the description 
of their services in the contract with the security company?? 
Neighborhood Watch program could help reduce crime and vandalism in Ridgegate. 
Reduce heating of pool to save cost.  

I was told we have cameras at the gate . Do we ? If so what do they take images of? 

I don't mind increasing dues as long as we will see judicious usage of funds to improve the quality of the 
overall community. I applaud the new board in holding our vendors accountable and ensuring we are 
making cost-effective choices. My preference would be somewhere between optionB and optionC where 
we increase dues so that we can reach our target reserve number, but are not drastically cutting our 
budget to penny pinch at the cost of overall community benefits. For the gate attendant option, our 
preference would be to keep the attendant since that was a big reason why we ultimately chose 
Ridgegate. Even with their shortcomings, we feel it still adds a level of deterrence that we feel is worth it 
to improve community security. If however, there is a significantly cheaper alternative that provides 
similar benefits, I'll be open to considering that as well.  

Why is there now an emergency to fund the reserve account? 

there has been so much difficulty with the entrance gates, I do worry if there is not a person there as a 
back up when a technical issue occurs... 
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I understand that those in retirement and on a fixed income may balk at raising HOA fees, but the value 
of the homes in Ridgegate is directly tied into how the community as a whole is maintained. Of course we 
have to spend more money as time goes on. Inflation, deferred maintenance, and items falling into 
disrepair because the community is 25-ish years old will necessitate higher HOA fees.  

HOA needs to pay attention to the HOA owned landscaped slopes. For the 16 years we have lived here, 
the landscape company has completely ignored the slopes. When things are overgrown, the landscape 
company would only come out after repeated requests by us to Walters. Now, much of the landscaping 
behind our house is dead due to lack of watering and letting the pine needles accumulate more than a 
foot thick in places. The landscaping of the slopes should be put on a monthly (or every other month) 
basis. The lack of maintenance of the slopes is not smart. We are lucky there has not been any failure of 
the slopes as a result of the lack of maintenance. There needs to be more of an effort to maintain the 
slopes on an ongoing basis. If a slope fails, it would be detrimental to home values in Ridgegate. 
 
Also, we need a fully funded reserve account. The community is 25 years old in places and things need 
to be updated. We are okay with dues increasing if it means the common areas will not look like 
maintenance has been deferred for some time. 

Our landscaping is an embarrassment. It not only detracts from the value of the homes in our community, 
but creates unsafe slope and fire hazards. How is it possible that our 2022 budget calls for a 23% 
decrease in landscaping monies versus 2021?? I understand wanting to save money, but this is not the 
way to do it.  

Some people will object strongly to eliminating the gate attendants. Suggest we start with cutting back 
their hours while adding other security measures, such as cameras and forming a Neighborhood Watch. 
Some people want the "guards" but don't want to be bothered by phone calls from them to let in 
guests/gardners, etc. - can't have it both ways! This has happened repeatedly over the years: residents 
don't follow protocol, guards don't follow protocol and anyone gets in. Also, the driveway is not designed 
for stopping each visitor; cars back up into street. Sales manager told us when we bought our house that 
the entrance was designed for aesthetics, not security. I often visit 2 other communities with no guards 
and no call box and it works fine. Finally, why are we asking renters for their opinions about the HOA 
budget?? It's up to homeowners! 

We enjoy having gate attendants. It’s a special feature and I’d not choose to eliminate it.  

 
 
Discussion, Limitations and Conclusions 
A 12 question, informal feedback survey regarding the Reserve Fund, HOA dues and ideas for 
restructuring services was emailed by Associa Property Management  to all Ridgegate Homeowners on 
Oct. 12, 2021. Reminders to fill out the survey were also posted on Ridgegate social media sites 
FaceBook and NextDoor and after 12 days the survey was closed with 40 viable respondents. This was 
an informal feedback survey, and not to be considered statically significant and contained a relatively 
small sample. However, with using only basic descriptive statics, 35 or more respondents are considered 
a viable sample of a given population. Additionally, demographic questions in the survey revealed that 
the sample contained a fairly evenly distributed group when sorted by age range, years of Ridgegate 
homeownership and street/location within the neighborhood; all factors that might affect the 
respondents’ opinion on the issues at hand. 
 
Homeowners opinions were explored regarding three+ choices, A, B and C plus choice C with a phase 
out of security attends. Choice A, a onetime assessment of $4675 and a dues increase of $29 was the least 

favorite with only two people or 5.3% selecting choice A as their first choice and 8 or 21.1% selecting it 

as second choice. 55.3% of the respondents (21 people) were strongly against choice A. Choice B 

involves a dues increase of $74 and was popular with 26 respondents voting for choice B as their first (17 

people) or second (9 people) choice. 25.6% or 10 people said, “No Way to choice B.” Choice C involved 

restructuring or eliminating services and was the most popular with 51% or 19 respondents voting for 
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choice C as their first choice and 21.6% or 8 people chose it second making for a total of 73% of the 

respondents ranking choice C first or second. Only 18.9% or seven people said no way to choice C. 

 

With choice C being the most popular it is important to explore methods to restructure and eliminate 

services in ways that reduce operating costs. Phasing out the gate attendants was one obvious option. 

Homeowners were asked how they felt about phasing out the gate attendant service. A total of 27 
homeowners were open to the phase out of gate attendant option out of the 40 surveyed. This is 68% of 
the total respondents in the survey. This question recorded 34 of 40 possible respondents, perhaps 
implying that 6 homeowners that did not answer might not entertain any reduction in services.  
 
With the findings from this survey it is recommended the Ridgegate HOA board not implement choice A. 
Choice B and C seem to both be practical options with choice C being the most popular. The open ended 
responses did not reveal new or realistic ideas for costs savings beyond phasing out gate attendants and 
phasing out will be a delicate issue. If eliminating gate attendants is the solution, it is recommended that 
it be done carefully and over time. 
 
One respondent expressed a common concern: 

I don't have any suggestions but if there are no gate attendants who will open the gates when the 
gates do not work ? what am I supposed to do??? 

Another respondent suggested: 
Let's reduce gate attendance and then assess impact in crime and cost. 

Another respondent suggested:  
Suggest we start with cutting back their (gate attendants) hours while adding other security 
measures, such as cameras and forming a Neighborhood Watch. Some people want the "guards" 
but don't want to be bothered by phone calls from them to let in guests/gardners, etc. - can't have 
it both ways! This has happened repeatedly over the years: residents don't follow protocol, 
guards don't follow protocol and anyone gets in. Also, the driveway is not designed for stopping 
each visitor; cars back up into street. Sales manager told us when we bought our house that the 
entrance was designed for aesthetics, not security. I often visit 2 other communities with no 
guards and no call box and it works fine. 

 
Choice B might be the easiest option to implement but is it wisest when a large number of the 
population seem willing to reduce services and save money? Frankly, many people, (73%) seem very 
willing to try something new and suggestions received by Associa included installing solar power and a 
grey water reclamation system for landscaping as a way to instill long term savings. All of these ideas 
need to be considered as a solution to the Reserve Fund shortfall is explored. 
 
 

This report was prepared for the Ridgegate HOA board and submitted on Oct. 24, 2021 by J. Jill Rogers 


